
Tim Anderson, USyd Review Committee
Appendix B: graphic highlights of a censorship campaign
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4 January 2014 - The Australian runs 1600 word front page smear story on 
me, after I and an Australian delegation visit Syria (in December 2013)
10 January 2014 - Stephen Garton both (1) distances the university from me 
and Jake Lynch, and (2) defends the free speech principle
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2017

Media smears against those of us defending Syria resume in early 2017, at the time of 
airstrikes on Syria by the new US President Donald Trump. News Corp in particular, 
tries to goad the University of Sydney into censuring me. They enlist a new round of 
support from the then federal minister for education, Simon Birmingham.
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April 2017: As a group of us prepare a 
conference 'After the War on Syria', the 
USA again attacks Syria on another 
(false) chemical weapons pretext.
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April 2017: News Corp media attacks Tim 
Anderson, as a leading Australian critic of 
the pretexts for attacks on Syria
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April 2017: Tutor and doctoral student Jay Tharappel hits back at News Corp journalist Kylar 
Loussikian, on social media, using an ill-advised term of abuse. The 'traitorous' point has to do 
with Syria's rescue of Armenian people from Ottoman-Islamist genocide, a century ago. He is 
asking: why would an Armenian journalist back al Qaeda Islamist claims against secular Syria?
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April 2017: News Corp journalist Kylar Loussikian cries 'victim', and the university announces 
that has begun an investigation into tutor Jay Tharappel's conduct. That university media 
release fuels a new round of media abuse, with absurd 'genocide threat' headlines.
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2017 correspondence

April-May - emails between myself and Dean Jagose over her charges against Jay Tharappel
19 May - I write to Dean Jagose, 'Re. Attempt to bully and gag junior employee Jay Tharappel'
30 May - Dean Jagose makes multiple accusations of misconduct against me
6 June - I ask Dean Jagose to step aside because of her conflict of interest
8 June - Dean Jagose refuses to step aside
X June - Simon Kempton (NTEU) writes to Stephen Garton on the conflict of interest matter
26 June - Stephen Garton assumes carriage of the charges "at the Dean's request"
5 July - I respond to Stephen Garton's allegations
2 August - Stephen Garton finds all allegations of 'misconduct' proven, but no 'serious 
misconduct'; issues a "written warning"
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Garton: my private letter was said to be “derogatory in nature, unprofessional 

and failed to meet the university’s expectation that you treat other staff with 

respect, impartiality, courtesy and sensitivity” (SG, 2 August 2017). 

19 May 2017: After some initial correspondence, I criticised FASS Dean Annamarie 
Jagose in a private letter for her action against Jay Tharappel, in particular the 
media leak, which resulted in further media smears. 
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Anderson: legitimate defence of 
Jay Tharappel and exposure of 
abusive, fake News Corp stories
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Garton: "intemperate" 
language which "constituted 
personal attack", therefore 
"misconduct" (2/8/2017)



Garton: "intemperate" 
language which "constituted 
personal attack", therefore 
"misconduct" (2/8/2017)

Anderson: Harsh but factual. 
Rick Morton made specific false 
statements about the war, from 
2014 onwards. I was entitled to 
point out his false statements.

For several years I have used info-graphics to criticise journalists for spreading 
propaganda for war. In the current context my criticisms of News Corp journalists Kylar 
Loussikian and Rick Morton became grounds for 'misconduct' allegations. e.g.
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Anderson: personal criticism is not 
the same as personal attack; this is 
holding News Corp journalist Kylar 
Loussikian to account specifically for 
his fake 'genocide threat' story
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Garton: language is "intemperate, and 
constituted personal attacks on Mr 
Loussikian and Mr Morton" (2/8/2017)



Anderson: legitimate criticism of 
News Corp journalist Rick Morton 
over his fake stories and misquotes
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Garton: language is "intemperate, and 
constituted personal attacks on Mr 
Loussikian and Mr Morton" (2/8/2017)



Garton: “there are no grounds to assert 
that Senator McCain is a 'war criminal' … 
[that] suggests that there has been a 
verdict by a court or tribunal … [your 
statement] is not fair and reasonable 
and is not professional or exercise [sic] 
professional restraint” (2/8/17)

Anderson: Untrue. In the absence 
of due process public evidence can 
constitute fair grounds.  Garton's 
standards suggest Adolf Hitler could 
not be accused of war crimes.
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2018

Media smears resumed in July-August 2018, with a Channel Seven 
journalist and Israel lobbyists goading university managers to act 
against both myself and PhD student Jay Tharappel. All complaints 
revolve around two social media posts, A1 and B1.
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A1: friends at lunch in Beijing
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B1: 'Reading Controversies' info-graphic



This time the media abuse gets some media reaction, 
e.g. from Guy Rundle in New Matilda (Sept 2018)

Below and left: another abusive, dishonest story from 
the News Corp 'victim' of 2017, Kylar Loussikian
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Minister for Education buys 
into the News Corp smear



Meanwhile: Israel lobbyist(s) to USyd, May-August 2018 (documents released under GIPA)



May-July: Naomi Connolly (WR advisor) reviewed a complaint of 'harassment' from an Israel lobbyist. In this 'preliminary 
assessment' it was alleged that I had made a presentation with "huge amount of lies" (no detail) plus an Israeli flag with a 
swastika. No approach was made to me on this, until Provost Garton's letters of 19 and 26 October 2018.

Document released under GIPA application



In July 2018 media reports again pressured USyd managers to 
act against me, and the university again leaked a 'private' 
investigation, which formed the basis for more media attacks.
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USyd media unit initially suggests a more liberal response to the Channel Seven lobbying.
Responses to Bryan Seymour (Channel Seven), 2-3 Aug 2018.

Documents released under GIPA application



Jagose: this photo "promotes racial hatred". 
Garton: “I am not satisfied that … the image 
posted … endorses or promotes racial hatred 
… [however] it is an incitement for the death 
of the predominantly Jewish inhabitants of the 
state of Israel"

July 2018: Channel Seven television attacked Jay Tharappel for wearing a Yemeni badge (in Arabic, anti 
Israel and rude to Jewish people) and me for posting this photo (A1) of friends at lunch in Beijing. 
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Anderson: No, it is a picture of friends 
at lunch in Beijing. The demand for me 
to remove it was unreasonable.



Garton: "the inclusion of the 
altered image of the Israeli 
flag … is disrespectful and 
offensive" (3/12/18)

Anderson: A totally out of context criticism; an honest person looking at this post will see a 
discussion of casualty claims (and how to use evidence) during Israel's 2014 assault on Gaza
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Inexplicable and repetitive 'allegations'

Anderson: Eight 'allegations' from one photo. 
Does Provost Garton object to my statements, my 
article, my post on Gaza, the CCHS website, or is 
he just obsessed with an "altered Israeli flag"?
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Anderson: How did a graphic on Gaza casualties and advice on 'reading controversies' 
become a 'Nazi Swastika incident'? By misrepresentation of the graphic (B1)
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